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the probability that the adversary can correctly guess which round is the keygen round can be found
in the first column, with the second column indicating the maximum value of this probability. the
third column is the probability that the adversary can correctly guess which round is the keygen

round after accounting for all verification rounds that have failed. the fourth column is the guessing
probability of the adversary when only the keygen round is successful, and the last column takes

into account the non-unit fidelity of the shared ghz4 state. figure 1.experimental setup and overall
procedure. (a) (top) the experimental setup of our demonstration. we use a linear polariser (lp), a

quarter-wave plate (qwp), a half-wave plate (hwp) and a pbs to generate photon pairs. (bottom) we
use a hwp and a pbs to distribute the entangled state to the parties. (b) (top) experimental setup to
calculate the raw key of an untrusted network. (bottom) the experimental procedure for calculating
the raw key of an untrusted network. this procedure is explained in the main text. first, a bell test is
performed to verify that all possible measurement settings correspond to the same bell state. then,
the verification round is performed to check the settings for the keygen round. finally, the keygen

round is performed to check the settings for the raw key. (c) as a proof-of-principle experiment, we
use a mach-zehnder interferometer (mzi), a hwp, a pbs, two detectors and two single-photon

detectors.
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finally, the ratio between the total number of rounds and the number of keygen rounds ranges from
about 15 to 32. if we just consider the number of verification rounds vs the number of keygen

rounds, the probability 1/d of an adversary correctly guessing a round to be a keygen round is on
average about 3% (see appendix). in that case they can perform a z measurement instead of an x

measurement. thus, they would effectively take part in the keygen round and could compromise the
security of the key. note that this is the probability per individual key bit, and all key bits are

uncorrelated in this regard. the probability that the adversary guesses a keygen round correctly is
4%, independent of which round he/she guesses. we can then model the adversary by choosing a
random target bit, which succeeds in guessing the correct key bit with probability 4% or correctly

guessing a verification round with probability 84% (in our experiment, the latter probability has to be
within 5%). this can be done by multiplying the relative success probability of each single

measurement with the success probability of the adversary. the verification round is currently the
keygen round with the most rounds. if we only consider that round (as opposed to all rounds), then

the fraction of the total number of keygen rounds that were successfully guessed by the adversary is
3.5% (in our experiment, the latter fraction has to be within 5%). if the adversary guesses keygen

rounds for all rounds, he/she can succeed in guessing at least half of the keygen rounds. this is
because the remaining keygen rounds are computed by the adversary, and he/she can use all
his/her measurement results to guess these rounds. this probability is the minimum security

requirement. 5ec8ef588b
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